Loch Sport Primary School - Kids Comments

“What I like about Loch Sport & my school”

Loch Sport is filled with wild life.
Alacey grade 6

I like Loch Sport because it has lots of trees and more animals than other places and I like going fishing.
Bonnie grade 5

I like how we have the Lake and the Surf beach to go to.
Wilson grade 4

We are surrounded by water so we can go to the Lake or the Beach when we want to any time, and I like all of the wild life
Kaylea grade 3

I like the Beach and the Lake. I like catching crabs and cooking crabs. I like the school
Elizabeth grade 2

I use my boogie board in the surf and I play in the sand.
Zachary grade 1

I love Loch Sport Primary School because the teachers are lovely
Kyah grade 1